
Industries-covered solutions

We have always committed to provide high quality automation equipment and 

technical services for global and logistics customers all over the world.

Houng Fuh has completed more than 6300 projects for system integrators and 

end users worldwide, within industries such as E-commerce, home appliances, 

tobacco, shoes and apparels, automobile, food and beverage, pharmaceutical 

and  supermarket retail.

Making logistics automation more intelligent

Spark your solution
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Expertise makes us first choice for many.Applications in Factory Automation

Automotive Industry Application

Tire Warehousing and Sorting

Packaging Sorting and Palletizing System

Food and Beverage Industry 

Tobacco Industry Application 

Home Appliance Production Line

Garbage and Home Appliance Recycle
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Automotive Industry Application

“Every set of equipment that Houng Fuh will ship to 
the world is under multiple quality process to ensure 
that the equipment quality matches the requirements 
of automotive industry."

PROTON

Houng Fuh has years of experience serving the Automotive Industry in processes such as vehicle 

assembling, painting and conveying. 

Solution Served Customer
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Tire Warehousing and Sorting

It's commonly seen in Tire Industries, our equipment provides conveying, detection, inspection, 

palletizing and other multi-solutions for international tire manufacturers.

“Conveying & sorting tires could be an item of heavy work and 
non-efficient. Our solution saves about 50% of space, reduces 
energy consumption by 50% , and achieves a 30% technical 
upgrade. ”

Solution

Served Customer
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Packaging, Sorting and Palletizing System

“Palletizing involves operation in high positions which 
are risks for injury or goods damage. We can avoid 
that by adapting automation equipment to keep the 
working environment safe.”

Typical end-of-line packaging requires different functions such as packaging, weight inspection and 

palletizing.

Solution Served Customer
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Houng Fuh provides customized solutions for F&B sector with not only conveying, but also 

processing, sorting, packaging and storage to fulfill the needs of relevant customers.

“In the case of F&N, automation was not the only target as 
Houng Fuh which also maintained the required hygiene standard.”

Solution

Served Customer

Food and Beverage Industry
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Tobacco Industry Application

Spark your solution
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“We started serving the Tobacco Industry since the 
early time, and that experience gives us the know-how 
to do it better.”

One of the first few industries to deploy automation, Houng Fuh served the Tobacco Industry from 

raw tobacco to cigarette products by involving in conveying, sorting and palletizing of these products.

Solution Served Customer



Home Appliance Production Line

Most customers require a complete solution from raw materials, to each production process, and 

then to the final packed product. We have served brands such as Panasonic, Gree and Daikin.

“Starting from proposals to after-sale services, Houng Fuh can 
give you the full package with our expertise.”

Solution

Served Customer
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Garbage and Home Appliance Recycle
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“With new laws published since July 2019, a new 
market opens for such automation. Houng Fuh is here 
to help.”

The goals is to make garbage less harmful, used appliances recycled and not wasted. Houng Fuh will 

help you embrace the “Black Gold” .

Solution Served Customer



E-commerce Logistics Center

Fresh Cold Chain Logistics

Sorting Center for Supermarket/Household 

Shopping Mall

Express Sorting Distribution Center 

Pharmaceutical Industry Logistics Center 

Leading logistics equipment supplierLogistics Automation Industry Application
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E-commerce Logistics Center 

Providing an efficient solution in conveying/sorting will help our customer more competitive in a 

demanding market like E-commerce. Houng Fuh has served many customers in this sector such as 

JD, T-Mall and VIP.

“Houng Fuh is well-involved in E-commerce, directly with end 
users and through system integrators. 2019 sees our 8th year 
working with JD, one of our most loyal customers.”

Solution

Served Customer
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Fresh Cold Chain Logistics

Spark your solution
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“High demands of fresh logistics means every single 
process need to be coordinated perfectly. Hema’ s 
multiple stores has become our iconic reference in 
this sector.”

The key point for Fresh Logistics is to shorten the operating time and consume less energy. Therefore 

an intelligent intralogistics system and operational platform are essential with customers such as 

Hema.

Solution Served Customer



Supermarket and retail related DC are dealing with items in large numbers and varieties. With 

Houng Fuh’ s solution, it has helped to improve their sorting accuracy while increasing efficiency 

by 40%.

“Houng Fuh has customized solutions for a retail group in 
Easter/Central/Southern China, each with a different target to 
deal with such as store-returned goods sortation.”

Solution

Served Customer

Sorting Center for Supermarket/Household
Shopping Mall
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Express Sorting and Distribution Center
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“The faster speed is essential , not just in the 
warehouse, but also decisive if our customers can get 
business. Houng Fuh’ s sorters are definitely worth 
investing in.”

Sorting speed is essential to whether delivery can be made on time. Houng Fuh’ s sorting system, which greatly improves sorting 

efficiency, is more conducive to large-scale operations in the field, and has become a solution widely used in Express Logistics.

Solution Served Customer



Pharmaceutical Industry Logistics Center

Spark your solution
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Applications like this include bar code reading system, conveying/sorting system, storage and 

goods-to-person (GIP) systems. Houng Fuh has reference in many brand such as Jointown 

Pharmaceutical.

“Pharmaceutical Industry requires precision and accuracy, which 
needs to adopt the advanced logist ics technology and 
equipment. Houng Fuh has well experienced in Pharmaceutical 
projects, helping clients on technical improvement and system 
consistency.”

Solution

Served Customer


